This paper attempts to determine a more precise timeline for the onset of Open Syllable Lengthening in Dutch. We examined two late 14th-century Brabantic texts in the Manuscript Marshall 29 (1375 AD), Mellibeus and Saladijn, and compared these with an older Brabantic text Lutgart to ascertain when exactly Open Syllable Lengthening originated in (Brabantic) Middle Dutch. A combination of diachronic correspondences and a careful examination of the texts written in verse during the course of approximately 75 years has helped us to establish the synchronic systems of 13th-and 14th-century Middle Dutch, and, furthermore, has allowed us to determine the onset of prosodic changes such as Open Syllable Lengthening. Orthographic, rhythmic, and metrical evidence from the three texts suggests that the process was incomplete in the earliest period and was finalized in the late 14th century in Brabant, thereby refuting the standard assumption that the lengthening was completed before the onset of Middle Dutch in general. * 
Introduction.
Open Syllable Lengthening (OSL) has continued to be a much debated topic in Germanic phonology.
1 Although all WGmc languages underwent in iambic verse (see Fikkert 2000 , Zonneveld 2000 , and, as we show, Saladijn is also iambic. In contrast, the Mellibeus text is written in trochaic verse. In terms of the original versions of the manuscripts, the Lutgart manuscript available to us is dated around 1300, while van Afflighem has been known to have written it in 1274. The Manuscript Marshall is dated around 1375, while the original texts are from around 1332 (Mellibeus) and 1300 (Saladijn).
For each text, we draw evidence from orthography, rhyme, and meter: Each aspect on its own would be insufficient. Since OSL almost definitely began during the medieval period of all the WGmc languages, for purposes of comparison with earlier periods we refer not only to reconstructed PGmc forms but also to OE and OHG where relevant, particularly since hardly any documented evidence of Old Dutch exists in literary texts.
The structure of the article is as follows: In section 2, we begin with a recapitulation of OSL effects in ModD and then trace them back to the three texts. In section 3, we discuss spelling evidence, in section 4-evidence from rhyme, and in section 5-evidence from meter. Section 6 is a conclusion.
OSL Effects in ModD.
ModD contrasts short and long vowels, and vowel length is clearly reflected in writing, as shown in 1. Short stressed vowels are indicated by a single grapheme and are always followed by two consonants in heterosyllabic words. Long vowels are written with two graphemes in closed syllables, but with just one grapheme in open syllables. In 1, we present pairs of nouns ending with an obstruent or a sonorant, four with short vowels and two with long vowels. . We discuss this in more detail later. In 1b, the vowel is underlyingly long and remains so in both singular and plural. In 1c, however, one can see the effects of OSL in the plural: The vowel in the singular is short, but long in the plural. Consequently, there is a short/long vowel alternation in some words in the nominal paradigm. 8 Evidence that PGmc original long vowels were retained in Dutch is provided in 2. The examples in 3 show reflexes of PGmc short and long stressed vowels in di-and trisyllabic stems in ModD. That OSL applied whenever possible is obvious from original disyllabic words. Whenever the stressed vowel was in an open syllable, as in 3a,b, this vowel was lengthened irrespective of the quality of the following syllable. The long vowel has generally survived in ModD even when the word has become monosyllabic, as in 3a,f. Original short vowels in closed syllables remain short as predicted, as in 3c,d. In contrast, as we mentioned earlier, in English analogical restructuring took place, particularly due to the interaction with Trisyllabic Shortening. As a result, in many words originally long OE vowels became short, as shown in 3e. In 3a, one can see the effect of OSL maintained in ModE. Original disyllabic words were not the only ones affected by OSL. Monosyllabic words would become disyllabic if a suffix was added that began in a vowel. In a new disyllabic word, the original stressed vowel would appear in an open (first) syllable. This is particularly evident in nominal paradigms, when a plural suffix is added. It is precisely this category of monosyllabic nouns where one would expect OSL to have applied, leading to a vowel length alternation in the nominal paradigm. If, however, the noun stems ended with a consonant cluster or a geminate, the vowel would remain short. Examples of PGmc monosyllabic CVC-and CVCC-stems ending in a geminate are given in 4, and a list of words is provided in note 8.
of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1470542717000095 Thus, short vowels that were followed by an original geminate or one that was derived by a rule of gemination never underwent OSL and have remained short even now in ModD. Examples of underlying geminates are visible in, for example, OE moððe in 4d. These short vowels would not have escaped OSL if degemination had preceded it. After degemination, double consonants were used in orthography in later stages of Dutch to indicate that these vowels remained short. OSL was also evident in original disyllabic nouns with single medial consonants in both singular and plural forms. Apocope of final schwa, which followed degemination, was morphologically determined: All final vowels in the nominative singular were deleted (with very few exceptions such as weduwe 'widow'). Once apocope occurred after OSL, one would expect long vowels to appear in monosyllabic forms. This is precisely what one finds in 5. Both singular and plural forms underwent OSL in MNL-for example, in taluSG-talaPL > tāleSG-tāle(n)PL, the final schwa was deleted, and the word was reanalyzed with a long vowel: taal 'language'. The long vowel of the singular form can only be explained under the assumption that OSL applied in MNL when the word was still disyllabic. We propose that unlike in Saladijn and Mellibeus, OSL had not been fully established in Lutgart, but one can see its commencement. Overt marking of length in open syllables suggests an effort to distinguish between short and long vowels in this position: loene (originally long) versus gode (originally short). However, the very fact that the original long vowels are being marked only some of the time (loene versus lone) suggests variability and the probable onset of neutralization of length in open syllables applying in a diffuse fashion. Once OSL is fully established, it would eliminate the necessity of marking length in loene 'reward' and waenen 'imagine' to differentiate these vowels from the ones in gode and dage; both sets of words could be written without a lengthening <e>.
To reiterate, the writing system does reflect the original length of PGmc vowels.
19 This is transparent in closed syllables, as in roet, doet, 19 A reviewer raised the issue of whether texts available to us have changed or not. As we said earlier, the original texts have not survived. However, we are basing our arguments on the manuscripts available to us, which we assume to be as close as possible to the original text. We have no reason to doubt this. It is entirely possible that in further copying, changes have been made; but here, our comments are based on consistent and systematic findings. In contrast, in Lutgart, the original short vowels in these words are always spelt with one grapheme in closed syllables, which suggests that the root vowel has remained short, as shown in table 12. However, not all words show the same pattern. For instance, the stressed vowel of the verb comen 'come' is written with two graphemes in Saladijn when /t/ is added, but not in Mellibeus. However, the lengthening in vroemt 'devout' and maect 'make' is observable in both texts. As a reviewer points out, a change in underlying vowel length often occurs word by word by lexical diffusion (Labov 1994) . What is important is that OSL must have been properly established in Mellibeus and Saladijn; otherwise, these vowels would not show lengthening in a closed syllable. Each of the rhyming pairs in the three tables above consists of an original long vowel and an original short vowel. As the short vowels rhyme with the long vowels, the former must have lengthened in order to rhyme with the original long vowels, so in these cases the original long and the lengthened vowels must have merged.
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However, there are differences across the texts in the three different time periods when each of the texts was written. Although one does find rhyming pairs with original short and long unrounded vowels in Lutgart, these examples are rather limited. We sampled all rhyming words in the three texts (see Lutgart shows the following individual words in short/long rhyming pairs: wale 'well', male 'time', tale 'language', quale 'angry', halen 'fetch', wane 'illusion', ane 'on', tranen 'tears', dwane 'do', plagen 'tease', dagen 'days', jagen 'hunt', dragen 'carry', vragen 'ask', behagen 'please', magen 'blood relations', gewagen 'relate', spraken 'spoke', maken 'make', saken 'things', wraken wroth.PL, geraken 'get to', quamen 'came', name 'name', lichame 'body', staden 'confirm', laden 'load', daden 'deeds', genade 'mercy', schade 'damage', badet 'bath.3SG', bestadet, laten 'let', baten 'benefit', maten 'measures', mede 'with', dede 'deed', sede 'custom', heide 'heather', treden 'tread', genede 'mercy', (ge)beden 'prayers', stede 'stead', geleden 'suffered', besneden 'circumcised', leven 'live', schreven 'wrote', geven 'give', heven 'lifted', dreven 'drifted' (words with medial -Vr-have been disregarded to eliminate any possibility of lengthening through -r).
Saladijn shows the following individual words in short/long rhyming pairs: ane 'on', stane 'stand', zwane 'swan', quame 'came', name 'took', betame 'may fit', maken 'make', saken 'things', genaken 'approach', gheraken 'end up', laken 'blame', onghemake 'inconvenience', sprake 'speech', ghebrake 'might lack', dade 'deed', spade 'spade', scade 'damage', -hede.SUFF, seden 'customs', stede 'town', ghestreden 'fought', dede 'did', lede 'members', mede 'with', vermeten 'measured', vergheten 'forget', eten 'eat', ghespleten 'split', gheuen 'give', leuen 'live', verheuen 'lifted up', verdreuen 'expelled' (words with medial -Vr-have been disregarded to eliminate any possibility of lengthening through -r).
Mellibeus shows the following individual words in short/long rhyming pairs: strale 'radiance', wale 'well', staen 'stand', ane 'on', ghewagen 'relate', vragen 'ask', sake(n) 'things', wrake(n) 'revenge', sprake(n) 'spoke', onghemake 'inconvenience', maken 'make', bate 'benefit', mate 'measure', ondersate 'support', late 'let', samen 'together', quamen 'came', namen 'took', bequame 'easy', scade(n) 'damage', rade(n) 'advise', beraden 'advise', gheraden 'advise', stade(n) 'occasion', laden 'load', daden 'deeds', -hede.SUFF, lede(n) 'members', vrede 'peace', stede 'town', clede 'cloth', sede 'custom', dede 'did'. A further point to note is that in Lutgart, the rhyming pairs almost always consist of a noun and some form of a strong verb (for example, genade < † V 'mercy'~laden < † V 'to load'), but there are no examples of two nouns. Note that the vowel length varied in the morphology of strong verbs, for example, OE specan-INF (V) 'to speak', spaec-PAST.1 3P (V), spǣcon-PAST-PL (V ), gespecen-PART (V). Given this, one could conjecture that the long/short rhyming pairs are restricted to noun-verb combinations due to morphological variation in length. In contrast, Saladijn does contain rhyming words of the same morphological classsee, for example, the rhyming nouns dade < short rounded vowels in open syllables were not found in MNL. However, unrounded short and long vowels of different descent do have the potential to rhyme, if OSL applied, since the lengthened unrounded vowels would have the same vowel quality as the original long vowels. We found that this indeed occurred in Saladijn and Mellibeus, and to a much lesser extent in Lutgart. In Lutgart, not only are there fewer words that participate in such rhymes, but there are also no rhyming pairs that belong to the same syntactic class. This observation suggests that the process of OSL was more advanced in Mellibeus and in Saladijn, where a much greater number of unrounded vowels had undergone OSL, whereas in Lutgart the process had probably just begun. Table 20 . Rhythmic patterns in Lutgart, Saladijn, and Mellibeus.
As

Evidence from
As one can see, lines in Mellibeus start and end with a stressed syllable followed by an unstressed syllable, which makes the feet trochaic. In both Saladijn and Lutgart, lines begin and end with iambic feet; the beat generally falls on the second syllable and the initial syllable is disregarded. Thus, the superheavy final syllable rhymes include ghinc 'went' and vinc 'caught' or goet 'good' and vroet 'wise'. Perhaps the name Saladijn encouraged the poet to use an iambic pattern, ending his rhymes frequently with such heavy syllables. Both Saladijn and Lutgart also contain feminine rhymes ending in schwa (see Zonneveld 2000) . 
Lutgart
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Thus, an LH sequence carries a single main stress (for example, OE wéreld 'world', cýning 'king') and would constitute a single foot; it would never amount to two feet, and so the final H in this sequence could never carry a beat. As we show below, these sequences become crucial line-finally in iambic verse, where the beat could not fall on the final H (for example, "ning" of cyning): This syllable is not a foot by itself, but the word as a whole constitutes a single LH foot. However, before we discuss the relevance of LH feet for OSL, we need to discuss the similarities and differences across the three texts, particularly with respect to de-footing.
In most verses, there are various possibilities of de-footing in words with HH sequences, as shown in 6 (H = de-footing, H = stress). Words with two heavy syllables need not carry two beats, and one heavy 30 Dresher & Lahiri 2005 , Lahiri 2015 show that the asymmetric feet continued for quite a long time in ME. We would assume that the foot became a moraic trochee in ModD after the period in which these manuscripts were written. However, where open syllables are concerned, there are varying possibilities. To appreciate the differences across the three texts, we need to discuss them with respect to the two metrical patterns, iambic and trochaic. We first turn to Lutgart and Saladijn, and then discuss Mellibeus.
Fikkert ( 32 Following a reviewer's advice we counted the number of occurrences of medial coninc and its derivatives. In Lutgart, there were 59 occurrences in total, always with an initial beat. In Saladijn, we found medial coninc 18 times, 17 times with the beat on "'co", once with the beat on "'ninc", and once coninc was found line-finally, also with the beat on "'ninc", as shown in Now we turn to the end of a line. Here we draw attention to the lack of certain types of end rhymes in Lutgart, which were perfectly acceptable in Saladijn, and argue that this is because OSL did not apply in Lutgart. In iambic meter, the final foot in the end rhyme can consist of one heavy (H) syllable, possibly with a final schwa (HL), which is extrametrical. In iambic meter, as we observed above, the ideal final foot would be [L'H (ǝ)]. Fikkert observed that words such as coninc/coninge 'king' never occur sentence-finally in Lutgart, whereas words such as ambacht 'trade' clearly do. Since the final syllable can be either a de-footed (H) or an (H) that carries a metrical beat, an (H)(H) sequence can appear sentence-finally, where one syllable could be de-footed due to clash, for example, 'ambacht ('HH) versus am'bacht (H'H). In contrast, "ninc" in coninc ('LH) has a heavy unstressed syllable and could not be ignored. Thus, several issues arise. First, "ninc" is a heavy syllable, but it could not bear stress since its preceding light syllable bore stress, 'LH. Second, "ninc" could not be ignored, since the final H is not a schwa. Finally, it could not be de-footed since it is not a foot. Consequently, words such as coninc/coninge were incompatible with the iambic linefinal position and so they never appear there. In contrast, if a word consists of two heavy syllables, such as ambacht, it may carry two stresses, or one syllable can be de-footed. When it appears line-finally, the first syllable is de-footed, and the iambic metrical pattern is satisfied. In sum, an initially stressed ('LH) foot could never occur sentencefinally in an iambic verse, since the final foot in iambic meter had to be (L'H). In Lutgart, words such as 'coninc could not be placed sentencefinally, where the final heavy syllable had to remain unstressed. Such words, however, were permitted in this position in Saladijn. This can only be explained if OSL had not occurred in Lutgart, and so the parsing would lead to a single foot with resolution, as in coninc ( 
Conclusion.
Although it is well established that OSL occurred in MNL, the time of its commencement remains uncertain. We report evidence from orthography, rhyme, and meter in three medieval Dutch texts written in verse during the course of approximately 75 years. By carefully examining diachronic correspondences in the verses we were able to identify the synchronic systems of the 13th-and 14th-century MNL. Evidence deduced from texts written in Brabant helped us establish the timing of OSL. Of course, our evidence is based only on three texts. However, these were chosen for close scrutiny precisely because of their close geographical connections and the time in which they were written. Naturally, there are many gaps in such comparisons. Yet, for the phonological questions we are raising, rhyming texts are crucial, and in this period and area no other author is available. We could identify striking similarities and differences between the three texts in what could or could not occur in specific contexts.
Our conclusions are summarized as follows. First, there is orthographic evidence. Although orthography has been generally considered to be unhelpful, a closer look at the texts suggests that Lutgart has largely escaped OSL, while Saladijn and Mellibeus have not. Comparison between the vowels in the texts with reconstructed PGmc, as well as OE, OS, and OHG when relevant, indicated that the original long and short vowels in closed syllables were distinguished systematically in all three texts. Our examination of open syllables yielded differences in orthographic evidence. We have established that in Saladijn and Mellibeus-but not in Lutgart-the original long and short vowels in open syllables were written in the same fashion as they are in ModD (see section 3). In Lutgart, the spelling of the original long vowels varied between a single grapheme and two graphemes, suggesting that there was a need to distinguish these vowels from original short vowels in open syllables. In all probability, the original short vowels had the tendency of becoming long, and this allophonic lengthening needed to be distinguished from the so-called real long vowels in open syllables. Saladijn and Mellibeus, in contrast, must have neutralized the length contrast in open syllables such that all vowels were written with a single grapheme in this context. Second, there is evidence from rhyme. Once again there appears to be a difference between Lutgart on the one hand, and Saladijn and Mellibeus on the other. We hypothesized that had OSL taken place, the original unrounded short vowels in open syllables would rhyme with the original unrounded long vowels. For independent reasons, it was not possible to compare rounded vowels: When these were lengthened, the vowel quality altered (see Sytsema et al. 2014 ). However, the original short unrounded vowels in open syllables rhymed with the original long vowels in Saladijn and Mellibeus, but this is much less evident in Lutgart (see section 4).
Third, there is evidence from metrical parsing. Here we found clear evidence of the lack of OSL in Lutgart compared to Saladijn and Mellibeus. Saladijn and Lutgart are written in iambic verse, which requires a heavy stressed foot at the end of a line. Final light syllables are not tolerated unless they are schwas. Thus, original LH words such as coninc with only initial stress (and no stress on "ninc") were impossible at the end of a line in an iambic verse, which is observed in Lutgart. In Saladijn, however, such words were permitted, indicating that the initial light syllable in coninc must have lengthened by OSL. As a result, the initial syllable became heavy, leading to an HH syllabic sequence, just as in ambacht. Such sequences were allowed line-finally, since one of the syllables could be de-footed (see section 5). Thus, original LH syllables must have been lengthened by OSL, since they follow the same metrical pattern as words with original HH syllables in Saladijn but not in Lutgart. Furthermore, in Saladijn, after coninc acquired an HH syllabic sequence as a result of OSL, one H could be de-footed, and either syllable could bear a beat, even line-medially. Again, this is not found in Lutgart, where only the initial syllable could carry a beat, the word remained an LH sequence, and thus a single foot. Thus, there is evidence that OSL had been more established by the time of Saladijn and Mellibeus than of Lutgart. Whether this is due to minor dialectal differences or to the individual authors is hard to conclude. Crucially, the authors come from the same area, and the manuscripts were produced within a period of approximately 75 years. It is likely, then, that during this period, OSL was gradually taking root in MNL: It had become well entrenched in the language by the time of the latter texts, but it was just beginning to apply in the time of the early one.
